
Cycle 4: Mother/Lover

- Mother/Lover Archetype -
birthing into the world with the Full Moon
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In the lunar cycle, Mother/Lover reflects the Full Moon. This is the time of

ovulation where we are fertile, ripe, and sensual. We feel our full creative power and ability to give birth

to ourselves and our gifts. All we have dreamed up and received in our Sacred Dreamer time and put

into action with the Graceful Warrior has the potential to fruition with the Mother/Lover phase. We

celebrate our Temple Bodies and all we’ve birthed.

The full moon phase is considered the Summer in the Seasons, the element of
Earth, inviting the energy of the Mother/Lover, of sexual ripeness, and birthing ourselves into the

world. She is connected to her infinite potentiality and knows herself. The Mother/Lover is generous,

fully embodied, and rooted in the earth and within. She is open, present, and available to connect.



The Mother/Lover archetype carries a similar frequency of the Hindu
Goddesses Lalita and Lakshmi. An aspect of Lalita is spiritual eroticism, which invites us to be

our inner lover and connect our sexuality with the divine. Lakshmi represents beauty, love, and

abundance, and invites us to connect with the overflowing fruits of our gifts and offerings.

you are invited to embody your Soul Essence and Wealth Frequency. It is time to

know your own value and create a channel to receive abundance as you offer your presence and gifts

generously. The Mother/ Lover energy is naturally directed outwards and possesses an innate desire to

connect with loved ones, friends, family, community, and the world. This is a great time to become

visible, offer workshops, retreats, and publicly speak. The sisterhood and your Temple Body Arts network

uplevels your wealth frequency and is here for your expansion. It is time to lean in, reach out, and create

opportunities for collaboration, celebration, and mutual support.

Your Creative Power is the foundation for Living Your YES.
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Mother/Lover Mantra: I am pure love. I open to my infinite potential.

My Presence is a gift.

Bija Sound: yam (seed syllable sound for the heart)
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Phoenix shares: “[With the full moon], we want to come into fullness as a power, as a spiritual

practice and allow whatever we have been launching with the graceful warrior energy, to now sit and be

it, through your breasts, hips, womb, just be it. Whatever we do in this phase expands in our lives. This is

our most fertile, powerful, grounded, and celebratory time. ”

This archetypal phase calls us into the fullness of who we are. As a sexually

sovereign being, you are your greatest mother and lover. No one else can take care of your needs as well

as you can. This requires carving out time and space to listen to the innate wisdom of your womb and

heart. As you take responsibility for your self-care and sexual creative energy, you gain access to your

creative power.

The shadow aspect of Mother/Lover is overgiving. If we do not love and fill ourselves

up, we may feel depleted, overwhelmed, and unnurtured. As Phoenix mentions, this shadow can look

like a “needy child or a dark controlling mother,” acting from a place of desperation or manipulation.

Ultimately, we are not taking responsibility to show up and provide for our needs.

It is important to remember that whatever we are embodying,

shadow or light will be amplified with the full moon.

Healing & The Sacred Marriage

This time of connecting with the full moon and ovulation phase is a space to
heal any lack of self-worth. Compassionately connect with the Divine Mother as a resource to

feel nourished and protected. Rather than looking outside yourself to be full and feel worthy, go within.

In the Mother/Lover Phase, the soil is most fertile for you to consciously conceive whatever you desire to

birth. You hold the power to choose yourself and prioritize what gives you the most joy and fills you up.

The more you connect to your womb and heart and feel your capacity to
give and receive unconditional love, the more you will know yourself as an embodiment

of love. As you experience your sovereignty through connecting to the inner beloved and lover within

you will also embody the Sacred Marriage.

In this journey with the Mother/Lover, you can learn to fill your cup,

make love to life, and become magnetic in your radiance.
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Mirror Practice to experience your presence as a gift
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❖ Set aside 2-7 minutes to connect with yourself in the mirror.

❖ Put on background music that connects you to your heart.

❖ Breath slowly and deeply. Root your Temple Body.

❖ Connect the roots of your lotus flower yoni portal with the rose quartz crystal in the center of

the earth.

❖ Bring the energy of the earth up through your yoni, womb, heart, and then gaze into your eyes.

It is easier to focus on one eye at a time.

❖ Repeat the Mantra: My Presence is Enough. My Presence is a Gift.

❖ When you feel complete, take a few moments to journal and reflect on what arose for you.

**It is potent to do this practice following the Womb Heart Meditation Practice **
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Temple Body Arts Guiding Compass
- Creative Power -

With the Mother/Lover archetype we connect to the Temple Body Arts
Guiding Compass Point of Creative Power. Moving through life from your creative power

requires you to align with your dreams and then take inspired action to birth your gifts into the world as

the Mother/Lover. As you harness your creative potential, you consciously surround yourself with people

and opportunities that inspire you.

As you claim your sexual energy as your own and recognize that you have a choice in

every aspect of your life, you gain access to the fullness of your creative power.
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Reflection Questions and Video Prompts

1. What is your current relationship with the Mother/Lover archetype, the full moon, and your

ovulation time, if you bleed? How do you desire to express your Mother/Lover?

2. Where do you see the shadow aspect of the Mother/Lover playing out in your life?  What practices

or mindsets support you in integrating the shadow and not letting it unconsciously play out?

3. What reflections and insights did you receive from doing the Womb Heart Meditation and Mirror

Practice?
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Daily Practices

❖ Consciously connect with the Mother/Lover daily as you create space to tune

your energetic frequency through movement and self-love practices.

❖ Refresh your altar to reflect your wealth frequency and how you
desire to birth your gifts into the world.

❖ Read the workbook and complete the practices: Womb Heart Movement

Meditation Video and Mirror Practice to Experience Your Presence as a Gift.

❖ FB Share Prompt: Reflect on the questions and respond to one of the questions via the

Video Prompt Announcements in video or written form.

❖ Practice the Mother/Lover Mantra when you desire to feel your fullness, and

reconnect with your essence.
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